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Abstract

To predict the next token, autoregressive models
ordinarily examine the past. Could they also bene-
fit from also examining hypothetical futures? We
consider a novel Transformer-based autoregres-
sive architecture that estimates the next-token dis-
tribution by extrapolating multiple continuations
of the past, according to some proposal distribu-
tion, and attending to these extended strings. This
architecture draws insights from classical AI sys-
tems such as board game players: when making
a local decision, a policy may benefit from ex-
ploring possible future trajectories and analyzing
them. On multiple tasks including morphological
inflection and Boolean satisfiability, our looka-
head model is able to outperform the ordinary
Transformer model of comparable size. However,
on some tasks, it appears to be benefiting from
the extra computation without actually using the
lookahead information. We discuss possible vari-
ant architectures as well as future speedups.

1 Why Lookahead?

For some task-specific sequence distributions, the autore-
gressive modeling problem—guessing what word comes
next—might intuitively benefit from considering words even
farther in the future. We propose an autoregressive architec-
ture that looks ahead into the future. While predicting the
next token xt+1, our architecture model attends not only to
the past tokens x≤t but also to a collection of “lookahead
strings” x>t sampled from some proposal sequence model.
This attention is used both at training time and at test time.

Lookahead is a staple of classical AI methods. It is in
principle necessary for fitting certain NP-hard sequence
distributions in which the autoregressive conditional proba-
bilities, being computationally intractable quantities, would
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otherwise require extremely large neural networks to model
(Lin et al., 2021).

However, those NP-hard distributions are artificial. For natu-
rally occurring sequences, why might one expect lookahead
to help autoregressive modeling? We argue that when the
sequences represent an agent’s behavior, an autoregressive
parameterization is not always the simplest description. If
the behavior is goal-directed—for example, an agent trying
to achieve high reward in a Markov Decision Process—then
the simplest description may include a characterization of
the agent’s environment and goals. Even if the agent ex-
plicitly consults an autoregressive policy p(action | state)
at each step, that policy is not arbitrary: while it may ap-
pear complex, it was shaped by reinforcement learning or
by natural selection so as to achieve high-reward trajecto-
ries. That is, the simpler and deeper reason that the policy
favors a particular action is that this raises the probability
of obtaining a future reward. Scientists are often able to
produce simpler and more robust descriptions of human or
animal behavior by couching them in terms of goals such as
survival, reproductive advantage, information gain, social
status enhancement, political strategy, and so forth. In cogni-
tive science, this idea is known as computational rationality
(Lewis et al., 2014).

For example, autoregressive models of language are ex-
tremely popular (Radford et al., 2019). Yet language is, of
course, a goal-directed natural behavior that tends to suc-
cessfully achieve communicative and other functions. The
high-probability word sequences may be (more or less) the
ones that satisfy certain desiderata. They are syntactically
well-formed, achieve high harmony (Smolensky, 1986), sat-
isfy poetic constraints such as rhyme (Ghazvininejad et al.,
2017), or achieve communicative goals (Grice, 1975; Rad-
ford et al., 2019). Thus, to choose the next word xt+1 given
the left context x≤t, a language model could benefit from
also considering how the form and content of the sentence
might evolve, for example by sampling plausible continua-
tions x>t. It could then choose xt+1 that is likely given the
desirable continuations x>t but unlikely given the undesir-
able continuations.

The NLP community has already developed models that
look at the future, such as cloze language models p(xt |
x<t,x>t) (Devlin et al., 2018) as well as controllable gen-
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eration models p(xt+1 | x≤t, desirable(x)) (Yang & Klein,
2021). The reinforcement learning community has also
considered learning to condition actions on high future re-
ward (Zhang et al., 2020). However, none of these methods
have examined samples of x>t during training or inference.
In Monte Carlo Tree Search (Browne et al., 2012), such
samples are used during training, but not during inference,
and there is no attention to the elements of x≤t but only an
evaluation of desirable(x).

Of course, no matter how the true distribution p(x) over
word sequences arose, it can always be factored autoregres-
sively as

∏
t p(xt+1 | x≤t). Do autoregressive architectures

lose anything by modeling it in this simpler way? The con-
cern is that the local distributions p(xt+1 | x≤t) may be
hard to learn from modest training data, or even to express
as a tractable formula with a modest number of parameters.
A speaker’s next word (or more generally, an agent’s next
action) may simply be difficult to predict at a local level
without a deeper understanding of what the entire utterance
is designed to achieve. When a reward-driven agent chooses
xt+1 given x≤t, it presumably does so either

• by explicitly planning ahead (“System 2”) to achieve
high reward, or

• by consulting a large precomputed lookup table or
trained neural network (“System 1”) that essentially
stores the results that would be obtained by planning
ahead.

The terms “System 1” and “System 2” refer to Kahneman’s
(Kahneman, 2011) notions of “thinking fast and slow,” re-
spectively. For example, one may play chess in either style:
speed chess must use the intuitive System 1, whereas ordi-
nary chess provides time for the deliberative System 2 to
override the default behavior of System 1—in this case by
evaluating the future consequences of System 1’s proposals.

An autoregressive model of a rational agent will likewise
need to adopt one of these strategies to correctly capture the
agent’s p(xt+1 | x≤t). Unfortunately, System 2’s planning
strategy is slow at test time, but System 1’s precomputation
strategy consumes space as well as training time. Formal-
izing this predicament, Lin et al. (2021) have pointed out
that some weighted formal languages—even though they
are defined by a reward(x) function that is both fast to com-
pute and concise to express—have autoregressive factors
p(xt+1 | x≤t) that are NP-hard even to approximate, and
thus computing or approximating them requires either su-
perpolynomial time or superpolynomial space at test time,
under commonly held complexity-theoretic assumptions.

Perhaps the space requirements of the System 1 approach are
tolerable in practice, and a sufficiently large neural network
could do a reasonable job of approximating these autoregres-

sive factors in the average case. Still, without a very large
dataset, estimating the parameters of a very large network
requires inductive bias (e.g., a prior) that encourages ap-
propriate generalization. Specifically, the estimator should
favor parameters such that the resulting autoregressive be-
havior

∏
t p(xt+1 | x≤t) admits a goal-directed explanation.

Standard estimators such as L2-regularized maximum like-
lihood do not have this property. Instead, Shi et al. (2018);
Mehta et al. (2020) created inductive bias through inverse
reinforcement learning, attempting to explain observed text
by identifying a simple reward function along with a pos-
sibly complex policy that generates high-reward text. This
policy then serves as the autoregressive language model.

A competing System 2 approach would drop autoregres-
sive modeling altogether in favor of energy-based modeling
(LeCun et al., 2007). This is akin to learning the reward func-
tion without also learning a sequential generation policy.1

Instead, high-reward sequences are generated at runtime
using an expensive planning-based process such as rejec-
tion sampling, MCMC, or stochastic beam search (Kool
et al., 2019). Linguistics famously made this move in the
1990’s with the rise of Optimality Theory (Paradis, 1988;
Prince & Smolensky, 2004), which replaced complex step-
wise generation procedures (akin to autoregressive models)
with simpler direct descriptions of the rewards that those
procedures were apparently constructed to obtain (akin to
energy-based models). Note that training energy-based mod-
els can be difficult, although noise-contrastive estimation is
one approach.2

In this paper, we attempt to find a practical hybrid approach
in which System 2 consults System 1 (Kahneman, 2011).
We retain the autoregressive parameterization, but we allow
the autoregressive factors to engage in a limited form of
planning. Specifically, our definition of p(xt+1 | x≤t) will
use rollouts p0(x>t | x≤t) to consider the sentences that
different choices of the next word xt might lead to. In this
paper, we do not explicitly learn any reward function that
evaluates the rollouts and chooses among them (although
that is a reasonable direction for future work). Rather, we
train a Transformer model p (System 2) to predict the next
word after freely examining rollouts from p0 (System 1).

Our thinking is as follows. Humans are able to speak in real
time, so it is unlikely that they do exhaustive planning. It is
more plausible that they subconsciously engage in limited
lookahead (bounded rationality). If so, it is also plausible

1Such a policy could be trained later by distilling the energy-
based model into an autoregressive model—that is, compiling
system 2 into system 1. However, Lin et al. (2021) caution that the
autoregressive model may need to be much slower or much larger.

2One wrinkle is that when modeling strings of unbounded
length, it is difficult to tell from the parameters of an energy-based
model whether the distribution p(x) is well-defined, with a finite
normalizing constant.
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that their decisions can be influenced by all of the informa-
tion in the lookahead scenarios that they consider, not only
the reward, since this may compensate for the limited nature
of the lookahead (i.e., there are only a few rollouts and they
are off-policy). If this is the case, then our architecture has
a hope of being able to efficiently capture the behavior of
human speakers.

We organize our paper as follows: in §2, we introduce our
lookahead architecture; in §3, we give an overview of the
experimental tasks that we’ve chosen; finally, we discuss
the details and results in §4 with additional ablation studies
in §5. Our main contributions are as follows:

• We present a novel model architecture that retains the
autoregressive parameterization but enjoys a better es-
timate of the sequence distribution;

• We empirically demonstrate the effectiveness of looka-
head models on several tasks where they outperform
ordinary Transformer models with more parameters.
This suggests that shallow analysis of random futures
predicted by the model can be comparable to deeper
analysis of the observed past in some situations.

• We investigate the degree to which the lookahead mech-
anism actually exploits the lookahead strings. Unfor-
tunately, it is possible that for some tasks, the benefit
comes from the extra computation and not the informa-
tion revealed by lookahead.

We close by outlining future directions for improving the
model’s predictive power, which we plan to investigate in a
future version of this paper, as well as possible techniques
for speeding it up.

2 Lookahead Transformer

An autoregressive sequence model defines the probability
of any sequence of symbols x1:T = x1 . . . xT by a product
of conditional probabilities of the symbols, as shown in
Eq. (1a). Here xs:t denotes the substring xs . . . xt. In this
paper, we propose a technique for enhancing autoregressive
sequence modeling with lookahead. Technically, we model
the probability of a sequence as

p(x1:T ) =

T−1∏
t=0

p(xt+1 | x1:t) (1a)

=

T−1∏
t=0

∑
St

q(St | x1:t)p(xt+1 | x1:t, St) (1b)

where St is a collection of M lookahead strings of length
N that are rolled out from a base model q, which we take to
be a pretrained autoregressive model:

St = {xt+1:t+N,1, . . . ,xt+1:t+N,M} (2a)

e1(0) … et(0) et+1,1(0) … et+N,1(0) et+1,M(0) … et+N,M(0)

e1(1) … et(1) et+1,1(1) … et+N,1(1) et+1,M(1) … et+N,M(1)

e1(L) … et(L) et+1,1(L) … et+N,1(L) et+1,M(L) … et+N,M(L)

e1(L+1) … et(L+1) et+1,1(L+1) … et+N,1(L+1) et+1,M(L+1) … et+N,M(L+1)

e1(L’) … et(L’) et+1,1(L’) … et+N,1(L’) et+1,M(L’) … et+N,M(L’)

past future1 futureM

x1 x2 … xt xt+1,1 xt+2,1 … xt+N,1 xt+1,M xt+2,M … xt+N,M

…

…

…

…

e1(L+2) … et(L+2) et+1,1(L+2) … et+N,1(L+2) et+1,M(L+2) … et+N,M(L+2)

…

…

…

Figure 1. Our Transformer-based lookahead model. The first col-
umn embeds the context string; each remaining column embeds
a different lookahead string. The blue blocks causally encode
the prefix, and the parameters for this encoder are initialized to
those of the base model q. The green blocks causally encode the
lookahead strings using the same parameters as the blue blocks.
Note that at these lower layers, each lookahead string is allowed
to attend to the prefix but not vice versa. The orange blocks use
bidirectional attention to further transform the token embeddings:
at these higher layers, lookahead strings attend to one another and
to the prefix in order to obtain embeddings that better predict xt+1,
as in the masked language model BERT (Devlin et al., 2018).

xt+1:t+N,m ∼ q(· | x1:t) IID for m = 1, . . . ,M (2b)

In practice, we stochastically approximate the expectation
(1) by using (2) to sample a single set St of size M at each
t.3 Given these samples, Eq. (1) is approximated by

p(x1:T ) =

T−1∏
t=0

p(xt+1 | x1:t, St) (3)

In practice, we take q to be a Transformer sequence model—
one that has been pre-trained to predict the next word with-
out any lookhead. As q is presumably imperfect, we hope
to improve on it with our lookahead model p. We propose
the following Transformer-based architecture for p, which
is illustrated in Figure 1. At each t:

1. For each m = 1, . . . ,M , define x1:t+N,m to be
x1:t x(t+1):(t+N),m, which concatenates the observed
past x1:t with the mth lookahead string.

2. For each m, embed the tokens of x1:(t+N),m using L
Transformer layers, giving a sequence of t+N vectors,

3Models that give stochastic probability estimates are not com-
mon, but may be familiar from dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014).
Unlike the dropout literature, we use these stochastic estimates
even in evaluation, since the expectation is intractable.
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e
(L)
1:(t+N),m. The attention used in these layers is causal

(see §2.2). In other words, the observations x1:t are
not allowed to attend to the lookahead strings (so their
embeddings do not vary with m), and the lookahead
strings are not allowed to attend to each other.

3. Further transform the collection of t+MN embedded
tokens e(L)1:(t+N),m using additional Transformer layers
` ∈ {L + 1, . . . , L′}. The attention in these upper
layers is bidirectional (see §2.3): as a result, the
observations x1:t are now allowed to look at the
lookahead strings, and the lookahead strings are now
allowed to look at each other.

4. Define

p(xt+1 = v | x1:t, St) ∝ exp(o>v e
(L′)
t ) (4)

where V is the finite vocabulary and ov is a learned
embedding for each word v ∈ V .

2.1 Token Embeddings (layer 0)

Where s is a token position in the mth concatenated string,
the token’s layer-0 embedding e

(0)
s,m is determined by its

type v = xs,m ∈ V , together with its position s: e(0)s,m =
ov + p(s) where p(s) is the sinusoidal positional encoding
used by Vaswani et al. (2017). Note that the positional
encoding does not depend on which lookahead string we
are embedding (i.e., p(s) does not depend on m).

2.2 Causal Lookahead Attention (layers 1 to L)

The goal of our lower L layers is to embed each of the con-
catenated strings separately, just as a standard Transformer
decoder would. There is no communication among the
strings. In other words, each concatenated string x1:t+N,m

is transformed to a sequence of multidimensional vectors
e
(L)
1:t+N,m. Intuitively, in the framing of §1, these lower lay-

ers extract the properties of x1:t+N,m that allow the model
to evaluate whether this rollout yielded a high-reward se-
quence.

Each layer ` ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L} resembles a generative Trans-
former layer (Vaswani et al., 2017; Radford et al., 2019).
The embedding e

(`)
s of the sth token in x1:t+N,m is given by

e(`)s,m = f (`)
(
w(`)

[
e
(`)
s,m,1; · · · ; e

(`)
s,m,H

]
+ e(`−1)s,m

)
(5)

where f (`)(e) = FFN(`)(e) + e and FFN(`) is a feed-
forward network with `-specific parameters.

Each e
(`)
s,m,h is given by a causal attention head that looks

at the layer `− 1 embeddings of its left context along with

itself, i.e., e(`−1)1:s,m . Concretely, it is

e
(`)
s,m,h =

s∑
r=1

α
(`)
s,r,m,hv

(`)
r,m,h, (6a)

α
(`)
s,r,m,h ∝ exp

(
1√
D
k
(`)
s,m,h

>q
(`)
r,m,h

)
(6b)

where D is the dimension of the embedding. The q
(`)
r,m,h

k
(`)
r,m,h v

(`)
r,m,h are the query, key, and value vectors. They

are defined by:

q
(`)
r,m,h = Q(`)e

(`−1)
r,m,h, (7a)

k
(`)
r,m,h = K(`)e

(`−1)
r,m,h, (7b)

v
(`)
r,m,h = V(`)e

(`−1)
r,m,h. (7c)

Since allM of the concatenated strings share a prefix x1:t,m

that is embedded using causal attention that does not depend
on the suffix, the resulting embedding e

(`)
1:t,m (for any ` ∈

[0, L]) is independent of m. Thus, only one copy of it is
shown in Figure 1.

2.3 Bidirectional Lookahead Attention (layers L+ 1
to L′)

When constructing higher layers, our attention becomes
unrestricted. We continue to use only a single shared em-
bedding of the prefix, but we now use bidirectional (non-
causal) attention, so it can attend over all of the suffixes. The
suffixes can attend to the shared prefix and to one another.
Intuitively, these higher layers examine the ensemble of roll-
outs in order to predict the next symbol. This is beneficial
if, as discussed in §1, the true generative mechanism also
generates the next symbol by using some kind of planning
ahead, e.g., trying to achieve a high-reward sequence.

The head dimension h is omitted in the equation below for
simplicity.

e(`)s,m =

t∑
r=1

α(`)
s,r,m,mv(`)

r,m +

M∑
m′=1

t+N∑
r=t+1

α
(`)
s,r,m,m′v

(`)
r,m′ ,

(8)

where

α
(`)
s,r,m,m′ ∝

{
0 m′ 6= m & 1 ≤ r ≤ t,
exp

(
1√
D
k(`)
s,m
>q

(`)
r,m′

)
otherwise.

(9)

In contrast to Eq. (6), Eq. (8) allows every token to attend to
every other token—the t tokens in the prefix x1:t and also
the N ×M tokens in all of the hypothetical future roll-outs
xt+1:t+N,m.

Finally, we use Eq. (4) to model the autoregressive distribu-
tion of the next symbol xt+1 given x1:t.
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Avg. Loss (↓) Avg. Acc (↑)

3-Layer Baseline 0.489 87.5
4-Layer Baseline 0.486 87.8
5-Layer Baseline 0.476 88.6

(3+1)-Layer Lookahead 0.476 88.9
(3+2)-Layer Lookahead 0.476 88.9

Table 1. Test loss (log-loss per token) and argmax-prediction ac-
curacy averaged over 50 randomly sampled 3-SAT formulas for
Lookahead Transformer and baseline Transformers. We boldface
the best (lowest) result and all others that are not significantly
worse (paired permutation test by formula, p < 0.05).

3 4 5
Total Layers

0.465

0.470

0.475

0.480

0.485

0.490

0.495

Lo
ss

3 4 5
Total Layers

86.5

87.0

87.5

88.0

88.5

89.0

89.5

90.0

Ac
cu

ra
cy

lookahead
baseline

Boltzmann-SAT, Test set Loss / Accuracy

Figure 2. Mean loss over 50 formulas with error bars showing
a 95% bootstrap confidence interval. The error bars are wide
because the formulas vary in difficulty, but for any given formula,
the lookahead method tends to do better, which is why it achieves
statistical significance in a paired test (§2.3).

3 Experimental Tasks

We first describe and motivate our experimental tasks at a
high level, reserving full details for the experimental section
(§4).

3.1 Learning Boltzmann Distributions

As pointed out by Lin et al. (2021), when a sequence distri-
bution is defined with reference to an NP-complete problem
such as Boolean Satisfiability (SAT), it can be easy to de-
termine the relative probabilities of complete sequences,
but intractable to compute the autoregressive probabilities
p(xt | x<t). This is because for NP-complete problems, ver-
ifying a witness is fast but finding or completing a witness
is slow. Classical algorithms for finding witnesses in SAT
(satisfying assignments) rely on backtracking search, which
is an exhaustive form of lookahead (Davis et al., 1962). We
therefore hope that stochastic lookahead may provide at
least some benefit to autoregressive models.

We experiment with the natural Boltzmann distributions
induced from CNF-SAT instances. Let φ be a Boolean
formula with n variables given in CNF, e.g., φ = (x0 ∨
x2 ∨ ¬x3) ∧ (x2 ∨ x3 ∨ ¬x4), so that a bit string x =

x0x1 . . . xn−1 ∈ {0, 1}n represents a possible assignment
to the variables of φ. We define the Boltzmann distribution
induced by φ at temperature T > 0 as the following:

E(x) = #{clauses in φ violated by x}, (10a)

ZT =
∑
x

exp(−E(x)/T ), (10b)

p(x) = exp(−E(x)/T )
ZT

. (10c)

Such a distribution admits a very short description, namely
the formula φ, which could be used to optimally predict the
next symbol using exhaustive lookahead. While our neural
lookahead architecture is parameterized by real numbers
rather than by a formula, and does not do exhaustive looka-
head, our hope is that it can still produce a comparatively
compact approximation to the distribution. In other words,
we hope that it allows us to fit the distribution using fewer
parameters than a baseline architecture, and thus generalize
from less training data.

To ensure that we get relatively hard instances of SAT, we
take advantage of the well-studied family of random k-SAT
problems (Ding et al., 2022). A random k-SAT instance
consists of n variables and m random clauses. Each of
the m clauses is independently sampled from a uniform
distribution over all

(
n
k

)
2k possible clauses. α = m

n is
defined as the clause density. For each k ≥ 3, there is a
phase transition threshold α̂k such that as α increases past
a threshold number α̂k (keeping n fixed) the probability
of a randomly sampled instance being satisfiable quickly
drops from 1 to 0. It has been widely observed that SAT
solvers are slow to determine the satisfiability of a formula
when α is near α̂k (Cheeseman et al., 1991; Mézard et al.,
2002). Therefore, as a first test-bed to investigate whether
lookahead can improve autoregressive models where the
true autoregressive probabilities are expensive to determine,
we draw our training data from Boltzmann distributions
induced from random 3-SAT instances where the clause
density is close to the threshold, i.e. mn ≈ α̂3 ≈ 4.259. We
give more details in §4.1.

3.2 Letter Infilling

Lookahead and planning are integral to many generative
language tasks when modeled autoregressively. For exam-
ple, generating poetry autoregressively involves carefully
selecting words based not only on whether their own syn-
tax, meaning, rhyme, and meter fit the constraints of poetic
language, but also on whether they provide opportunities
for future words to fit those constraints. Hence, planning
for future events is necessary, as both the semantic content
and phonological structure of the words are important to the
success of poem writing (Ghazvininejad et al., 2017). For
example, if lookahead finds that “tower” would be a good
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rhyming word to end the current line, we might want to bias
generation of the earlier words in the line so that they are
semantically and syntactically related to “tower.”

As an initial exploration of this space, we designed a simpler
NLP task where lookahead could be beneficial, namely
infilling missing letters in a word. Specifically, given a word
that was never seen during training, such as d i s c r e
p a n c y, we randomly mask out some characters to get
a form like d - s - - e - a - c -, and task the model
with generating the original form. Intuitively, rollouts will
help the model make a more informed choice of each letter
by considering multiple ways in which different choices
might play out to produce a well-formed novel word that is
consistent with the constraints.

Our task is subtly different from controlled generation
(Zhang et al., 2022), which must also anticipate future
events. Controlled generation attempts to generate text that
has specified attributes or a high reward . For example,
FUDGE (Yang & Klein, 2021) and particle smoothing (Lin
& Eisner, 2018) are both left-to-right string decoders which,
at each step, consult an internal model to assess whether the
prefix generated so far is likely to extend into a high-scoring
result. It would be interesting to enhance those internal mod-
els to inspect lookahead strings. However, in those methods,
the internal models are used only to guide search with re-
spect to a fixed and given p(x). In our task, by contrast,
we are still training p(x) (to maximize likelihood) and the
lookahead is incorporated into its actual definition.

3.3 Morphological Inflection

The previous tasks were artificial, so we now turn to a more
realistic task, where it is less clear a priori whether looka-
head will help in practice.

Morphological inflection is a common NLP task (Cot-
terell et al., 2017) where the model is given a lemma
(such as “run”) and a set of morphological tags (such as
{verb,participle,past}), and is required to generate the
inflected word form (in this case, “running”).

Inflection often involves concatenating prefixes and/or suf-
fixes to the lemma, but this concatenation may trigger other
changes to pronunciation or spelling (such as the doubled
“n” in “running”).

Linguists have found that the simplest descriptions of these
changes involve multiple left-to-right and right-to-left edit-
ing passes (Kenstowicz, 1993), or better yet, global discrete
optimization (Prince & Smolensky, 2004). A strictly left-
to-right autoregressive model would presumably have to
be more complex to explain the same patterns. That is,
it would require more parameters and more training data
to capture the xt that would be predicted by the linguists’
mechanisms. Since the linguists’ mechanisms involve in-

teractions between xt and x>t, it is possible that looking
ahead to possible x>t values will make it easier for an au-
toregressive model to predict xt.

4 Experimental Setup and Results

We evaluate our lookahead framework in several simulated
and real-world datasets with different magnitudes of vocab-
ulary size and training dataset size, and compare our models
against Transformer baselines.

Sequence Model Each training and test example has the
form (x,y). Our model is a Transformer decoder, as com-
monly used in prompted language modeling (Brown et al.,
2020). When prompted with the context x followed by the
special symbol #, the model is trained to maximize the log-
probability of continuing it with the desired output sequence
y followed by the special symbol $. Thus the training loss
on the example (x,y) is given by

Lseq2seq =

T∑
t=S

− log p (zt+1 | z1:t) .

where z = x#y$, S = |x#|, and T = |x#y|.

As usual in this architecture, each token is embedded (trans-
formed) using the same parameters regardless of whether it
falls in x or y, and is embedded using attention only to it-
self and preceding tokens. In particular, a token of x cannot
attend to later tokens in x, as it could if a separate encoder
were used, nor can it attend to tokens in y.

Experimental Setup Here, we describe the common
training and evaluation setup in all our experiments. For
each dataset, we first train a baseline L-layer Transformer
where L is set to 6 or 10 in two of our three experiments. To
train a lookahead model with L′ layers (of which L layers
are causal attention layers and L′ − L layers are bidirec-
tional lookahead attention layers), we use the trainedL-layer
Transformer both as the proposal distribution q(· | x1:t) and
to initialize the L causal layers of the lookahead model. The
remaining L′−L lookahead layers are randomly initialized.
We only considerL′ = L+1 andL′ = L+2. (We did not try
L+3 sinceL+2 turned out not to improve much overL+1.)

Due to the Lookahead Transformer being well-initialized
at its lower layers, all our experiments train the Looka-
head Transformers with 20% of the number of steps used
to train baseline models. For example, if we have trained
our baseline Transformer for 100 epochs, we will train the
corresponding Lookahead Transformer for only 20 epochs.

As a baseline, we separately train an L′-layer Transformer,
so that we can compare our lookahead model to a simpler
and faster model with the same number of parameters.

For all our experiments, we train with Adam (Kingma &
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Figure 3. Test set statistics of Lookahead Transformers and baseline Transformers with different number of layers for the letter infilling
task (with 95% error bars computed using bootstrap resampling). In each plot, the blue line shows the result of adding 0, 1, or 2
bidirectional lookahead attention layers to the 6 or 10 base causal layers, whereas the orange baseline shows the result of adding 0, 1, or 2
ordinary causal layers. All points are trained for the same total number of epochs.
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Figure 4. Test set statistics of Lookahead Transformers and baseline Transformers with different number of layers for the morphological
inflection task (with 95% error bars computed using bootstrap resampling). In each plot, the blue line shows the result of adding 0, 1, or 2
bidirectional lookahead attention layers to the 6 or 10 base causal layers, whereas the orange baseline shows the result of adding 0, 1, or 2
ordinary causal layers. All points are trained for the same total number of epochs.

Ba, 2015) and apply dropout with probability 0.1. We also
fix the number of lookahead strings to be M = 5 and the
length of lookahead strings to be N = 5.

4.1 Learning Boltzmann Distributions

In §3.1, we designed a family of sequential Boltzmann distri-
butions with the goal of investigating whether lookahead is
beneficial for autoregressive models. We give the specifics
of our setting below.

Dataset In our experiments, we set the number of vari-
ables to be n = 15. To keep the clause density close to the
threshold, we set the number of clauses to be m = 64 so
that mn = 4.267 ≈ α̂3 ≈ 4.269. We first sample 3-SAT for-
mulas from the random 3-SAT distribution as in §3.1. Each
sampled formula yields a completely different instance of
the task. For each sampled formula, we derive a probability
distribution, sample training and test data, fit a model of
the distribution on training data, and evaluate the model on
test data. We compare the performance of different model
architectures across all of the sampled formulas.

Concretely, for each formula, we define a Boltzmann
distribution at temperature T = 2/3, as described in
§3.1. Because n is relatively small, we can explicitly
compute the probabilities of all 215 = 32768 assign-
ments, and then explicitly compute all of the autoregres-
sive conditional probabilities p(xt | x<t). Given any
assignment x of the variables to this formula, e.g., x =
1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1, we task the model to
learn the autoregressive conditional distributions. More pre-
cisely, we take the first 5 bits x1:5 as a prompt xsource, and
ask the model to predict xtarget = x6:15.

To evaluate generalization, we split each dataset so that any
prompt that appears in test data was never seen in training
data. In other words, we group the dataset of 32768 exam-
ples by the 25 = 32 possible prefixes, so that each group
contains 210 = 1024 strings, and then randomly select 24
groups for training, 4 for validation, and 4 for test. Then,
for each dataset, the training, validation and test partitions
consist of 24.6K, 4.1K, and 4.1K examples respectively.

Model and Training Since we have a binary vocabulary
in this setting, we use smaller embedding dimensions. We
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set dmodel = 16, dFFN = 32 and nhead = 2 for all models.
We train a Lookahead Transformer with 3 causal layers
and 1 lookahead layer for each formula. For baseline com-
parison, we additionally train 3-layer, 4-layer and 5-layer
Transformers.

We train our models with cross-entropy losses. Let p(xt+1 |
x1:t) denote the exact conditional distribution of the Boltz-
mann distribution—which we compute by brute force as
mentioned above—and let p̂θ(xt+1 | x1:t) denote the esti-
mated conditional distribution by our model. The loss over
an assignment string x is

L(x) =
∑

t≥5,i∈{0,1}

− p(xt+1 = i | x1:t = a1:t)

· log p̂θ(xt+1 = i | x1:t = a1:t) (11)

We train the baseline Transformer models for 100 epochs
and the Lookahead Transformers for 20 epochs. We use a
learning rate of 0.02 for all models.

Results We sampled a total of 50 random formulas (and
hence trained 50 models for each setting, one for each for-
mula). In §2.3, we report the loss evaluated on the test
subset averaged over all 50 random formulas. We observe
that, under our experimental setting, an additional looka-
head layer has same amount of performance improvement
as adding 2 additional causal layers.

4.2 Multiple Letter Infilling

Data Collection To facilitate the experiment as described
in §3.2, we generate the dataset using the Unix standard
words file (located in /usr/share/dict/words) and inde-
pendently choose whether to mask each character (p =
0.4). To ensure the regularity of the data source, we se-
lected only alphabetic words (excluding those with dig-
its) with a length ranging between 5 and 15 characters.
The filtered subset constitutes 94.2% of the words file.
We randomly partitioned our collected dataset into train-
ing, validation, and tests sets of of 201K, 10K, and 10K
examples respectively. An example sequence from this
dataset is xsource = d - s - - e - a - c - and xtarget =
d i s c r e p a n c y.

Model and Training This dataset has a vocabulary size
of 29 = 26 + |{#, -, $}|, where # and $ mark the begin-
ning and end of the target sequence. Accordingly, we set
dmodel = 24, dffn = 96, nhead = 4 across all models for this
dataset. Given a number of base layersLwhereL = 6 or 10,
we train Lookahead Transformers with 1 and 2 additional
lookahead layers and compare them against ordinary base-
line Transformers of L, L+1 and L+2 layers. All baseline
models are trained for 200 epochs whereas the lookahead
models are trained for 40 epochs. For the 6, 7 and 8 layer

baseline Transformer as well as the 6+1 and 6+2 Lookahead
Transformers, we use a learning rate of 5e-3. For all the
other Transformers with ≥10 layers, we use a learning rate
of 2.5e-3.

Results We report both test set loss and accuracy for all
our models in Figure 3. Due to space limits, the valida-
tion set statistics can be found in Figure 8 in Appendix A.1.
We again observe that, in this task, adding a single looka-
head layer has similar or more performance improvement as
adding two additional standard causal layers. For example,
a 10+1 Lookahead Transformer has lower loss and higher
accuracy than a 12-layer baseline Transformer, even though
the latter has more parameters. In this particular task, in
the regime where the baseline model is almost plateaued in
terms of improvement given an additional layer (i.e., when
it has 10, 11 and 12 layers), adding a lookahead layer is
particularly helpful.

The learning curves are shown in Appendix A.2. We note
from Figure 10 that, almost immediately after the training
of the lookahead models begins, they are able to improve
upon the baseline.

4.3 Morphological Inflection

Data Processing We use the medium data from task 1 of
the CoNLL-SIGMORPHON 2017 shared task (Cotterell
et al., 2017), which contains 1000 examples per language
over 52 languages. We adopt the multilingual training
paradigm commonly used in morphological inflection —
instead of training a separate model for each language, we
train a single joint model of all the languages at the same
time, allowing parameters to be shared between languages
(Bergmanis et al., 2017). As such, each sample contains
a language identification token, the morphological tags,
the lemma and the inflected form. An example would be
xsource = english s p a r k verb participle past,
xtarget = s p a r k i n g.

Model and Training Despite the much larger vocabulary
size (759) of all characters of 52 languages plus special
tokens, we found that using the same dimensions as in our
letter infilling experiment (§4.2) works very well in practice.
Therefore, following the previous experiment, we again set
dmodel = 24, dffn = 96, nhead = 4 across all models for this
dataset. We also keep the experimental setting where we
train the Lookahead Transformer with 6 or 10 base layers
and 1 or 2 lookahead layers and compare against baseline
Transformers with matching number of parameters. Similar
to §4.2, we train the baseline models for 200 epochs and
the lookahead models for 40 epochs. We also use the same
setting of learning rates as in §4.2.
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Results We report both loss and accuracy for all models
in Figure 4 and Figure 9. We first observe the same pattern
where the improvement of one additional lookahead layer
is comparable to two causal layers. We also notice that, in
this dataset, there is much less additional improvement if
we add one more lookahead layer. We observe similar effect
in §4.2. These indicate that the biggest improvement comes
from performing rollouts, whereas having more layers to
analyze the lookahead strings have diminishing returns.

5 Ablation Studies

In this section, we study the effects of several parameters in
the lookahead model.

5.1 Effects of Number and Length of Rollouts

First, we aim to study the effects of varying the number (M )
or length (N ) of the rollouts. To this end, we evaluate the
lookahead models with 1 lookahead layer under different
M and N parameters.4 The accuracy statistics are shown in
Figure 6 and the loss statistics are shown in Figure 12 in the
appendix.

In general, having fewer or shorter rollouts does make the
lookahead models slightly worse, but they still outperform
or are similar to baseline models with more parameters.
This suggests that we may salvage most of the information
contained in the rollouts by looking ahead a few steps.

5.2 Effects of the Quality of Proposal Distribution

Next, we are interested in the question of how much the
lookahead model depends on the proposal distribution q(·).
We answer this question by evaluating the lookahead models
with proposal distributions modified with a temperature
parameter τ :

qτ (xt+i,m = v | ·) ∝ q(xt+i,m = v | ·)
1
τ (12)

as an attempt to control the quality of the proposal distribu-
tion. Intuitively, a high temperature (τ � 1) means that the
proposal is reduced to uniformly random rollouts, carrying
no educated guess at all to the lookahead model, whereas a
low temperature (0 < τ � 1) corresponds to a very sharp
proposal distribution in which all of the rollouts tend to be
the same string (the most probable string under p0). Again,
we only test lookahead models that have 1 lookahead layer.

The accuracy statistics are shown in Figure 5 and the loss
statistics are shown in Figure 11 in the appendix.

No model is hurt by lowering the temperature. Perhaps
this is not surprising, since lowering the temperature has
the effect of reducing the effective sample size—which did

4Note that these models are still trained with M = 5, N = 5.

not hurt in §5.1—while also making the method closer to
deterministic and thus perhaps easier to train.

What is more surprising is that raising the temperature—
even to a very high value so that the lookahead strings are
essentially random—only slightly hurts the letter infilling
and Boltzmann-SAT tasks. This suggests that in these tasks,
the trained lookahead models are not carefully examining
the lookahead strings. Perhaps they achieve their gains (over
baseline models with more parameters) by learning how to
use the extra embedding vectors for additional computa-
tion. By contrast, in the morphological inflection task, the
trained lookahead models do degrade rapidly as temperature
increases, suggesting that in this case, the lookahead strings
do matter. We plan to study the lookahead strings to better
understand the difference among tasks.

6 Limitations and Future Work

6.1 Computational Cost

Our implementation of the method presented here results
in a 60x slowdown, so the most important aspect of future
work is to reduce computational cost. Fortunately, there
are many ways to speed up the method, some of which are
supported by the results in the ablation studies.

• Reducing length and/or number of rollouts. As in-
dicated by the experimental results in §5, reducing the
length and/or number of rollouts could be a simple and
promising solution.

• Reusing rollouts. We can reuse the same rollouts over
several steps. That is, rollouts given x≤t could be used
to predict not only xt+1 but also xt+2 and xt+3, say.
This is not unreasonable since all three would already
have been predicted (jointly) from these rollouts given
x≤t if the tokenization scheme had treated xt+1:t+3 as
a single token.

• Adaptive rollouts. Our current method rolls out and
embeds M new futures at each step t, but this may be
overkill. We could instead consult a policy to choose
M . At “easy” time steps t where the proposal distri-
bution q(xt+1 | x1:t) is accurate, the policy should
tend to choose M = 0, and we can then simply predict
q(xt+1 | x1:t). Conversely, the policy should choose
large M at the “difficult” steps where lookahead will
actually help. Similarly, we can choose the rollout
length N from a policy.

• Distillation. Lastly, we can distill the slow model
(lookahead model) into a faster architecture (generic
Transformer). This is an example of “structure compi-
lation” (Liang et al., 2008). The lookahead architecture
should generalize well to situations outside the training
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Figure 5. Validation accuracy of 6 and 10 layer Transformer with 1 layer of lookahead under proposals adjusted with varying temperature
(95% error bars computed using bootstrap resampling). The Lookahead Transformers are all trained with the original proposal distribution.
Figure shows results with the proposal adjusted during inference time.
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Figure 6. Validation accuracy of 6 and 10 layer Transformer with 1 layer of lookahead and varying numbers (M ) and lengths (N ) of
rollouts (95% error bars computed using bootstrap resampling). The Lookahead Transformers are all trained with N = M = 5. Figure
shows results with varying N and M during inference time.

dataset because it analyzes them in detail at test time;
yet a sufficiently large generic Transformer should be
able to capture the same patterns. This Transformer
may have too many parameters to learn directly from
the original training dataset, but can be trained on a
larger synthetic dataset generated from the lookahead
model.

6.2 Alternative Architectures and Approaches

The bidirectional lookahead attention as described by Eq. (8)
does not have the ability to directly distinguish between the
lookahead strings and the prefix. This design may partially
account for the observation that a Lookahead Transformer
often doesn’t benefit from the content of the lookahead
strings. In future work, as a remedy, we can explicitly mark
the lookahead tokens by adding an extra vector to them
along with their positional embedding vectors. Alternatively,
we can insert a special token to indicate the start of the
lookahead string.

One could also consider quite different architectures for
using lookahead. Following the “LM recursion” ideas of
Levine et al. (2022), one could just autoregressively condi-
tion xt+1 on a prompt that is constructed from the prefix

x≤t and all of the lookahead strings x>t. The model used to
conditionally predict xt+1 might simply be the base model
q, or might be derived from q using parameter-efficient fine-
tuning.

Finally, in the broader sense, our Monte Carlo lookahead
method is comparable to off-policy exploration in rein-
forcement learning. In particular, Monte Carlo tree search
(Browne et al., 2012) performs many rollouts from a state in
order to assess the values of different next actions. However,
in our method, the information gathered from exploration is
incorporated into the next-action policy in an unrestricted
learned way. In future work, it would be worth experiment-
ing with more structured ways to use the information. For
example, inspired by the motivation in the introduction,
as well as by MCTS, we might attempt to learn a reward
function that explicitly scores the lookahead strings. Chaf-
fin et al. (2022) have considered this framework when the
reward function is already known.

7 Conclusions

We have presented a type of autoregressive generative se-
quence model that has the ability to perform lookahead when
predicting the next symbol. Although the set of all possible
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futures has size that is exponential in the time horizon, we
incur only a constant-time slowdown by generating and at-
tending to a constant number of random rollouts, which are
meant to be representative of the full set of possible futures.

We found experimentally that an L-layer autoregressive
model, when augmented with 1 lookahead layer that attends
to M = 5 random futures, can match and often beat the
loss or accuracy of an ordinary (L + 2)-layer autoregres-
sive model—even though the latter has L+2

L+1 times as many
parameters.

This pattern held across all three of our diverse tasks. Thus,
our exploratory study demonstrates that there can be some
predictive value in shallow analysis of random futures pre-
dicted by the model given the observed past. On the other
hand, although all three tasks do benefit from the additional
test-time computation (green and orange blocks in Figure 1),
our ablation study in §5.2 found that only in one of the three
tasks does this computation actually depend on the content
of the random futures. Thus, as discussed in §6, we plan to
investigate alternative architectures and training methods so
that the model will benefit from lookahead strings more.
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Appendices

A Additional Experimental Results

A.1 Validation Set Results

We have presented the test set results for learning the
Boltzmann-SAT distribution in §4.1, letter infilling in §4.2
and morphological inflection in §4.3. Here, we present the
results on validation sets for these tasks in Figure 7, Table 2,
Figure 8 and Figure 9.
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Figure 7. Mean loss over 50 formulas on validation set with error
bars showing a 95% bootstrap confidence interval.

Avg. Loss (↓) Avg. Acc (↑)

3-Layer Baseline 0.487 88.3
4-Layer Baseline 0.486 88.7
5-Layer Baseline 0.477 90.0

(3+1)-Layer Lookahead 0.475 90.6
(3+2)-layer Lookahead 0.475 90.4

Table 2. Validation loss (log-loss per token) and argmax-prediction
accuracy averaged over 50 randomly sampled 3-SAT formulas for
Lookahead Transformer and baseline Transformers. We boldface
the best (lowest) result and all others that are not significantly
worse (paired permutation test by formula, p < 0.05).

A.2 Learning Curves

Figure 10 shows the learning curves of two different metrics
on the validation set for the letter infilling task. We observe
that additional lookahead layers improves upon the baseline
soon after the training begins. We also note we observed
this pattern in early experiments and it holds across all our
experiments.

B Ablation Study Details

We report the loss statistics on validation sets for ablation
studies here. The accuracy statistics are shown in the main
paper. The loss statistics are reported in Figure 11 and
Figure 12.
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Figure 8. Validation set statistics of Lookahead Transformers and baseline Transformers with different number of layers for the letter
infilling task (with 95% error bars computed using bootstrap resampling). In each plot, the blue line shows the result of adding 0, 1, or 2
bidirectional lookahead attention layers to the 6 or 10 base causal layers, whereas the orange baseline shows the result of adding 0, 1, or 2
ordinary causal layers. All points are trained for the same total number of epochs.
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Figure 9. Validation set statistics of Lookahead Transformers and baseline Transformers with different number of layers for morphological
inflection (with 95% error bars computed using bootstrapping). In each plot, the Lookahead Transformer has either 6 or 10 base causal
layers, and the other one or two layers are the bidirectional lookahead attention layers.
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Figure 10. Learning curves on the validation set for the letter infilling task.
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Figure 11. Validation loss of 6 and 10 layer Transformer with 1 layer of lookahead under proposals adjusted with varying temperature
(95% error bars computed using bootstrap resampling). The Lookahead Transformers are all trained with the original proposal distribution.
Figure shows results with the proposal adjusted during inference time.
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Figure 12. Validation loss of 6 and 10 layer Transformer with 1 layer of lookahead and varying numbers (M ) and lengths (N ) of rollouts
(95% error bars computed using bootstrap resampling). The Lookahead Transformers are all trained with N = M = 5. Figure shows
results with varying N and M during inference time.


